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 Sonata in F K377
1 Allegro 5’ 52”
2 Andante (theme & variations) 8’ 04”
3 Tempo di menuetto 5’ 51”

 Sonata in G K301
4 Allegro con spirito 11’ 00”
5 Allegro   4’ 53”

 Sonata in A K305
6 Allegro molto 6’ 37”
7 Andante grazioso (theme and variations) 9’ 17”

 Sonata in G K379
8 Adagio - Allegro 10’ 57”
9 Andantino cantabile (theme and variations) 8’ 58”

  TT: 72’ 31”



Mozart composed his so-called ‘violin sonatas’ with the keyboard part taking 
precedence over the violin, and they were published invariably as for ‘klavier with 
violin accompaniment’.  His earliest works in the genre show so little concern for 
the accompanying instrument that it may be omitted entirely without undue loss; 
even the latest are strongly weighted in favour of the keyboard.  If the keyboard 
instrument is of prime importance, which should it be: harpsichord or piano?

Mozart could not have envisaged the developments which were to overtake the 
piano during the 19th century - iron frames, more massive hammerheads, vastly 
increased power and evenness of tone throughout its range - so the use of a modern 
concert grand is emphatically wrong for this music, not only historically but musically, 
because of its smothering effect on the relatively tenuous violin part.   That leaves the 
possibility of the early piano - the ‘Mozart piano’ or ‘fortepiano’ - or the harpsichord, 
and here the evidence is confused.   At the time these sonatas were composed (1778 
& 1781) the harpsichord and fortepiano existed side-by-side, and the specification 
Klavier might have stood for either, since it meant simply ‘keyboard instrument’.

The widely travelled composer, in France in 1763-4, would have come across 
harpsichords with swell devices for the performance of crescendi, but the fortepiano 
did not arrive in Paris for another decade.  In London, however, during Mozart’s 
famous visit in 1764-5, fortepianos were news, and it is likely that the young genius 
heard and played one.   English harpsichords at that time were powerfully-toned and 
employed the swell and machine-stop to facilitate dynamic gradations.  Back home 
in Austria and in the German centres Mozart visited, harpsichord development had 
broadened the range to include, in some cases, 2-foot and 16-foot registers and 
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even the use of three manuals.  On the other hand, the fortepiano rapidly gained 
ground from about 1770, while in Italy the harpsichord remained pre-eminent until 
the end of the 18th century.  The Mozart family itself from 1770 used a large two-
manual Friederici harpsichord made in Gera, Saxony.   Seven years later Wolfgang 
praised Stein’s fortepianos (writing that he had ‘long preferred’ Spath’s instruments, 
thus implying close familiarity with the fortepiano for some years) and bought his 
first fortepiano, a Viennese Walther, in 1785.   Yet according to a Dresden authority 
he performed his ‘Coronation’ Concerto, K537 (1788) at the Saxon Court on a 
harpsichord.

Since the change from harpsichord to fortepiano came gradually and unevenly 
throughout Europe and was further complicated in some quarters by the prejudice 
against the upstart because of its ‘bourgeois’ connotations, Mozart would have 
been unwise to risk limiting the distribution of his music by insisting on one or the 
other.      Even the presence of dynamic gradations in the keyboard writing would 
not preclude the harpsichord for, as William Newman (The Sonata in the Classical 
Era, 1963) has written, it could accommodate them ‘with its jacks of two different 
materials, its ‘lute’ and other stops, its 8- 4- and 16-foot registers...its devices to 
couple the keyboards...and by the slight but not negligible control of touch...’

In choosing a harpsichord, then, Virginia Black provides the opportunity to hear 
these sonatas as they certainly would have been heard in the 1780s.  Matters of 
balance, often a problem when the piano is used, resolve themselves satisfactorily 
because the violin part blends better with plucked tone in this music.
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Sonata in F, K377 (KE374e)
Composed in Vienna in the summer of 1781, this sonata’s strong ‘symphonic’ opening 
shows good collaboration between the instruments in making a powerful effect, 
but later the violin is reduced to echoing or supporting the harpsichord line, or 
contributing melodic fragments or superfluous harmonic support.  In common with 
two other sonatas in this recording, K377 includes an important set of variations.  
The theme is a two part structure in D minor with each half repeated; it is followed 
by six variations which, by the use of diminishing note values, reach a climax whose 
intensity is abruptly broken by a charming variation in the major.  A final jig-like 
transformation leads to a brief coda.  A tender Tempo di Menuetto has at its core 
two continuous trios and a short link to reintroduce the Menuet.

Sonata in G, K301 (KE293a)
This sonata was written in Mannheim in 1778 while Mozart and his mother were 
making their way to Paris.  Its opening follows that of K377 in that the violin begins 
with essential material (it actually carries the first melody), but is somewhat neglected 
later.    In this highly developed movement roles are reversed at times, notably at the 
recapitulation.    A dancelike movement in 3/8 with a Trio section in G minor and a 
conclusive coda completes the work in a mood considerably less earnest than that 
in which it began.

Sonata in A, K305 (KE293d)
In the Spring of 1778 the Mozarts arrived in Paris for a visit which was to prove 
disastrous.  In spite of strong public enthusiasm for Mozart, the French musical 
establishment mounted a campaign of jealousy which resulted in at least one of 
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Mozart’s major works being lost - spirited away apparently by lesser composers 
fearful of competition.   Furthermore Mozart’s ailing mother died in Paris, and 
the composer had the sad task of breaking the news to his father back home in 
Salzburg. 

This two-movement sonata was completed in Paris.   It shows nothing of Mozart’s 
troubles for most of them were yet to come.   The first movement is in the ‘hunting’ 
rhythm of 6/8, its headlong jollity strangely interrupted at the start of the short 
development when the leading theme is put into E minor and stood on its head.  The 
second movement, like that in K377, is a theme in two sections with six variations.  
The violin is excluded from the first but is rewarded by being allowed to dominate 
the second and fourth.   The fifth recalls Mozart’s love of exotic ‘Turkish’ tones in 
A minor (compare the Turkish Rondo in the keyboard sonata K331 and the ‘Turkish’ 
episode in the finale of the Violin Concerto K219). 

Sonata in G, K379 (KE373a)
This sonata was composed in April 1781.  It was an unusual decision to open such 
a work with an extended slow section, but one can see the sense behind it: Mozart 
had in store a driving G minor Allegro which, had he used it as an opening movement, 
would have unbalanced the key scheme by placing two G major movements after 
it.  The risk of anticlimax would have been great.  A similar plan had been adopted 
earlier in the String Quartet K159, where two graceful slowish movements in B flat 
major frame a powerful Allegro in G minor.  In the sonata, the G minor Allegro relies 
on the rhythm of a three-quaver upbeat to an ornamented crotchet; the effect is 
similar in urgency to the first movement of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, particularly 
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since both works utilise the rhythm also for the second subject.   For Mozart in 
this sonata, as in the two symphonies in the same key, G minor equates with anger.   
The charm of the finale comes like an apology, and the first four variations are 
entertaining in their contrasting fugitation and instrumentation.   In the fifth variation, 
Adagio, violin pizzicati accompany delicate passage work on the harpsichord before 
the theme is restated to close the sonata serenely.

© Robert Dearling  

Virginia Black plays on a modern copy of a 1743 French instrument by Goujon, made 
by Andrew Garlick.   Howard Davis plays a violin made by Tommaso Carcassi of 
Florence in 1743, an instrument which was, at the time of recording, in its original 
condition and in a unique state of preservation.

The complete CRD catalogue can be seen on our website

www.crdrecords.com
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